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In November of 2014, my grandparents decided to sell their home in 

Westchester, after living in Larchmont for 49 years. My mother flew in from the 

west coast, my uncles and I came up from the city, and the whole family spent a 

long weekend together cleaning, packing, and telling stories. While much of the 

focus of the conversation centered on the backyard wedding, the surprise 

birthday parties, and other major events that had occurred at their home, there 

was one memory that I couldn’t get out of my head: My two cousins, my brother, 

and I, loved to play hide-and-seek in that house. Three floors plus a furnished 

basement meant endless opportunities to hide (and to seek). I have such vivid 

memories of the four of us running around the house looking for each other, 

counting down from 100, and then yelling as loud as we could, “ready or not, here 

I come.” As a child, I never thought much about that phrase. Someone was 

coming to look for me, and it didn’t matter if I felt “ready,” it was just happening. 

Over the last few months, however, this question has felt all consuming for me. In 

May, the New York campus of HUC was ready for our ordination and 

commencement celebrations. The students who were not graduating had 



completely rehearsed for their roles as ushers and greeters, and our ordinees had 

rehearsed exactly how long the processional would take and had practiced 

walking up and down the stairs to the ark without tripping. We as a community 

were completely ready. Until we weren’t. Less than twelve hours before 

ordination was scheduled to begin, we learned that our teacher and president, 

Rabbi Aaron Panken z”l, had been suddenly and tragically killed. Our community 

was thrown into disarray, and what we once felt prepared for we were now 

anything but. Somehow, our community was able to come together and those 

ceremonies were a beautiful tribute, both to Rabbi Panken and to his students, 

the newest class of ordained rabbis and cantors. But this left me wondering: What 

does it mean to be truly ready? Can one ever be ‘too ready’, or ‘too prepared?’ If 

we know from life’s experiences that things can happen at any moment to any 

person, what is the value of being over-prepared, and perhaps - could there be a 

detriment to that?  

As I began to explore this concept of preparedness, and spoke with friends and 

colleagues about it, I found an example in an unusual place - the British royal 

family. Whenever any member of the royal family leaves the country, they are 

required to pack and carry with them an appropriate outfit for mourning. If 

another member of the royal family died while someone was away, having a 



suitable mourning outfit allows them to disembark from their plane in clothing 

matching the tone and feeling of the family and of the country. In fact, in 1952, 

when King George VI died suddenly, Elizabeth was travelling in Kenya with her 

husband. When she arrived back in London - now as the leader of her country -  

she actually had to remain on the plane as a black outfit was brought to her, so 

she could change first, rather than allowing her to leave the plane in 

inappropriate attire. On the surface, this policy makes sense to me, but I wonder 

if it is a bit overblown. Is it good to be this prepared?  

Our tradition offers us some guidance on this topic of preparation and 

overpreparation, and generally it agrees with the position of the Royal family. The 

Rabbis of the Talmud wrote that prayer needs the utmost concentration, saying 

that “one must always evaluate themselves before they pray; if he is able to focus 

his heart, he should pray, and if he is not able to focus his heart, he should not 

pray.” Even prayer, the focus of Jewish worship for the Rabbis, the thing we were 

required to do three times a day, should not be done if a person was not fully, 

fully prepared to do it. The Mishnah Torah actually takes this even further, stating 

that upon returning from a journey, one must wait three days before beginning to 

pray, because after travel, his mind is not composed. Can you imagine this in 

today’s society? We travel all the time: If we had to wait three days afterward to 



pray, would any praying get done? If we had to wait three days to do anything 

meaningful in our own lives, it would completely disrupt our livelihoods. I would 

suggest that in the modern world, this advice from our sages might actually be 

detrimental. IF the word of our sages was followed precisely, I certainly would not 

be up here right now giving this sermon. If we wait until we feel completely ready 

for something, it might actually never happen. Our liturgists created a bit of a 

workaround for this, by adding prayers that would fill our service prior to the 

Amidah, our central prayer. We know these prayers now as important parts of our 

service. Psalm 150, Halleluyah, is my favorite example of this. Psalm 150 is a 

psalm about all of the different ways that we can praise God. By using this prayer 

to help us warm ourselves up, we are actually praying in order to be ready to 

pray, in case we weren’t really ready at the beginning of the service. Instead of 

worrying if we were totally prepared, we jump in with two feet. After all, you 

can’t swim if you don’t get in the pool.  

 A few years ago, I experienced my own struggle with this idea of 

preparedness, while trying to figure out the timeline of the next stage of my life. I 

had been accepted to rabbinical school, and knew that I wanted to be a rabbi, but 

I was also at a job that I loved, doing work that I was very proud of. I had two 

options, both of which would have been good choices for me. I could go to school, 



and start this journey, or defer my acceptance for a year, and stay in my job, 

where I felt comfortable and could continue to grow. I felt like I was leaning about 

70% towards going to school, but that didn’t feel like enough to me. I wanted to 

feel fully ready; fully prepared to make this significant change in my life.  I sought 

advice from a rabbinic mentor of mine, and her response was incredibly powerful, 

and has stayed with me to this day. She told me that we are too hard on ourselves 

in general, and as perfectionists, we often are hesitant to do something unless we 

feel 100% sure about it. However, because of our perfectionist nature, we are 

often never able to get to that 100%, since we will always be able to find that one 

reason it not a perfect decision, or that one reason that is pulling you towards the 

other option. Ultimately, understanding that we will never get to 100% is what 

enables us to make the decision at all. She told me that as soon as I am able to 

accept that 100% is an unattainable goal, 51% should be all I need in order to 

jump in.  

In Hebrew, the word “Shalem” is often translated as wholeness or 

completeness. It is that feeling of shalem that I was seeking in trying to make this 

decision, but accepting that I can never be totally prepared, accepting that I will 

never get that feeling of total completeness is precisely why  - thanks to my 

mentor – I was able to make the leap at all, and was able to find some comfort in 



knowing that I would never be as comfortable as I wanted to be, no matter how 

“prepared” I was.  

 

 Perhaps THE story of our tradition, a story that some would call the 

greatest ever told, is, in fact, a story about not being prepared. The Exodus from 

Egypt was not a planned event. The Israelites had to leave in haste, without time 

to prepare or ready themselves. The symbol of this is our matzah, bread that did 

not have time to rise, because we had to leave without warning. I would suggest 

that this was part of what made leaving possible at all. The more time we have to 

prepare, the more we begin to overthink things; the more we begin to doubt 

ourselves or convince ourselves of a different idea. Morris West, the Australian 

author and playwright once said, “doubt and darkness is the cost of knowing.” 

Sometimes, simply knowing what that perfection or completion looks like is what 

creates the doubt that prevents us from getting there. This reading of the Exodus 

story can be a reminder to allow ourselves the little bit of freedom that can come 

with accepting that not being totally ready for something can also be beneficial. 

We were okay with this as children. Not being completely ready for something 

didn’t mean it wasn’t going to happen, and we allowed ourselves to embrace 

what was coming, “ready or not.” I think back on all the games of hide and seek 



my cousins and I played that began with that phrase, and I think back again to my 

family helping my grandparents pack and move out of that house – something 

they certainly were not ready to do. My family was there to help with the physical 

preparation, but in doing so, we were all able to help each other with the mental 

and emotional preparation many of us didn’t even know we needed. Together, 

we were able to solidify and hold on to the multitude of memories that house 

represented, and at the same time, look ahead to the new occasions that would 

be had and memories that would be made. My grandparents had been trying so 

hard to prepare physically for this move that they hadn’t allowed themselves the 

ability to prepare mentally. And because they weren’t mentally ready, they 

weren’t allowing themselves to be totally ready physically. This long family 

discussion, which was pretty rare in my family, allowed all of us to feel okay with 

this next step, even though we weren’t ready for it. While it took an event like 

selling my grandparents’ house for my family to do this, the Jewish calendar 

allows each of us a built-in opportunity every year. We always say that the High 

Holy Days arrive early or late – never on-time. Maybe we feel this way because 

whenever they do arrive, we are not ready for them. However, each one of us is 

here in the tent tonight. And whenever we come back throughout the next ten 

days, instead of going to school, or work, or to any other place that pulls us 



toward it, we are making the choice to be here and embrace the work that needs 

to be done, ready or not.  As we begin these Days of Awe, we are charged with 

looking inward and looking outward, and reflecting on our own lives and how we 

affect the lives of those around us. We are busy, hectic people, trying to do as 

much as we can in the best way we can. As we begin this new year, may we all 

seek to acknowledge and recognize those places in ourselves and in our lives that 

feel unprepared, and with this acknowledgement lean inwards, to the challenges, 

excitements, and sometimes unexpected rewards that a lack of complete 

preparation can bring. May we strive to feel a sense of completeness in that 

which may not be complete; may we strive to feel a sense of wholeness in 

something that may not be whole…and if we allow ourselves this feeling, perhaps 

– when we cannot get to this sense of shalem, we can get to a sense of Shalom. 

Shanah Tovah.  

  


